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Exiled by his family. Claimed by thieves. Could his dark ability be the key to his salvation?Rsiran is

a disappointment to his family, gifted with the ability to Slide. It is a dark magic, one where he can

transport himself wherever he wants, but using it will only turn him into the thief his father

fears.Forbidden from Sliding, heâ€™s apprenticed under his father as a blacksmith where lorcith, a

rare, precious metal with arcane properties, calls to him, seducing him into forming forbidden

blades. When discovered, heâ€™s banished, sentenced indefinitely to the mines of Ilphaesn

Mountain.Though Rsiran tries to serve obediently, to learn to control the call of lorcith as his father

demands, when his life is threatened in the darkness of the mines, he finds himself Sliding back to

Elaeavn where he finds a black market for his blades - and a new family of thieves. There someone

far more powerful than him discovers what he can do and intends to use him. He doesnâ€™t want to

be a pawn in anyoneâ€™s ambitions; all he ever wanted was a family. But the darkness inside him

cannot be ignored - and heâ€™s already embroiled in an ancient struggle that only he may be able

to end.
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The Dark Ability series #1-3I liked the story and I really liked the characters. The story is about a

young 17 yo boy who finds out one day he has a special power, Sliding(traveler-stepping from one

place to another totally different place). His father, a smith, says that it's a dark ability and that he

mustn't use it. One day in the smithy his father catches him using his powers to forge a knife out of

lorcith--a near indestructible ore. But they're not suppose to make weapons with it. His father who

has been mean since he found out about Rsiran's ability loses it and makes a huge decision about

his future. Meanwhile, Rsiran makes new friends down in low town: Brusus, Haern, Jessa, Della &

Lenna. He feels comfortable around them as they don't judge him and they have their own abilities

too. They all quickly become intwined in each other's lives and their troubles. And trouble is: Josun,

the palace, and secrets. And that's just the beginning of this groups troubles. Rsiran's heart is

always in the right place and he's always looking to help.I think book 2 was probably the slower

paced book and I definitely had some issues with like setting up situations that are suppose to end

up in a certain way or we're suppose to just accept something because it's stated without being

given history or details in order to back it up or give credence to the situation. I hate that kind of

thing! If you want me to believe it then give me the info to go with it. I have to feel like it's real and

feel invested. The only other thing is the editing which kind of goes with what I just said but in this

I'm talking more about missing words, punctuation, sentences structured or layed out so that they

make sense or convey the story or dialogue in the best way. This could use more work.
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